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A WORD FROM THE PRINCIPAL
What a busy and productive term! All our girls have well and truly
settled in and the photos in this term’s newsletter are testimony to
this. The one word that comes to mind when I look through this
newsletter is SHINE. The smiles, the joy, the engagement, the
enthusiasm, the academic accomplishments, all show that our girls
shine when they are loved, supported, and helped to feel that they
belong.
I’m particularly proud of the staff and students and their
engagement in Service Learning every Friday. It is vital that our girls
learn to give back to their community and they have certainly
achieved this. Our 7/8 class have been making candles and selling
them to raise money for charities; Year 9 have been improving the
environment and showing random acts of kindness; Year 10 have
been engaging with the RSPCA; and our Year 11s and 12s have
been blessing the elderly residents with conversation, games and
afternoon tea. Thank you staff and students for giving back!
During Reconciliation Week Aunty Nicole invited Elders from our
community into the school for morning tea, lunch and conversation.
This was a wonderful time of sharing, listening and learning as our
Elders communicated their thoughts, feelings and memories of times
gone by. Students were captivated by the stories and were so
respectful of our guests. I’m hopeful this will become a regular event
once more at Southside.
In our final week of term we hosted our annual Restaurant Day. The
cooking and serving skills of our young ladies never ceases to
amaze. I can personally vouch for the Coconut Rough and
Affogato! Well done to the Hospitality team!
Next term is going to be a busy one. We start a little later next term
(Thursday, 18th July) as our staff have professional development
days. Events to look forward to include: Parent/Carer Day, Athletics
Carnival, Year 12 Camp and our Annual Open Day.
I pray everyone has a safe and warm winter break, and I look
forward to seeing you all in Term 3.
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DATES TO REMEMBER
•

Term 3 Commences:
Thursday, 18/06/2019

•

Parent/Carer Day:
Wednesday, 14/08/2019

•

EKKA Holidays:
Thursday, 15/08/2019—
Friday, 16/08/2019

•

Athletics Carnival:
Friday, 30/08/2019

•

QCS Test:
Tuesday, 03/09/2019—
Wednesday,, 04/09/2019

•

Year 12 Camp:
Tuesday, 10/09/2019—
Friday, 13/09/2019

•

Year 10 Immunisations:
Wednesday, 11/09/2019

•

Open Day:
Friday, 20/09/2019

•

Last Day of Term 3:
Friday, 20/09/2019

NEWS FROM THE DEPUTY’S OFFICE
With Winter firmly upon us, and as we hunker down to hibernate in this chilly weather, it’s a great
time to look back and reflect on all that we have achieved in this first half of 2019.
We continue to be inundated with enquiries and referrals for enrolments, indicating that the need
for our school’s unique approach to schooling is in high demand. As a Special Assistance School
we pride ourselves on doing things differently, meeting the social and emotional needs of our
students first and foremost, and striving to remove the barriers to education that so many students
face. It is humbling to have such a consistent stream of referrals, and at the same time, very sad
that we cannot offer a place to many of the students who are in desperate need of a school.
We now have an extensive wait list on all year levels. In this vein, we need to remind students that
their place here at Southside is not to be taken for granted; students with extended, unexplained
absences risk having their enrolment cancelled.
Unconditional positive regard underpins all that we do here at Southside, but I wonder how often
you reflect on what this actually means? Coined by the humanist psychologist Carl Rogers,
unconditional positive regard means that we, as a school, as educators and as a community,
maintain acceptance, support and regard for our students, regardless of what they may say or
do. Unconditional positive regard should not be confused with having no boundaries, however.
What it means is that we will continue to love and support our young people, even while we seek
to remedy unsavoury or inappropriate behaviours and to build capacity in our students.
Unconditional positive regard is a no-judgement approach where we accept unconditionally the
person, whilst working on the behaviours. In fact, it is because of this unwavering belief in our
students’ capacity for growth that we instil realistic and achievable expectations and
boundaries.
I get asked a lot about what makes our school different. Amongst all of the supports and human
factors that set us apart, I am always quizzed on why we have Guidelines, rather than rules. This
question always stumps me, because it is just something else that we do that works. Why would
we have a rule book that is so restrictive, when we can have realistic guidelines that mirror what
our society and our community expect? I would encourage you to continue to reflect on our
guidelines and remember that these were established by our foundation students to reflect what
it is that we value. One of my favourite guidelines is “Make a Contribution”. I am always drawn to
this one because it is in stark contrast to what so many students face before arriving with us,
which is “do your work”. Here at Southside, making a contribution is personal and changes daily.
It may be contributing to your own assignments, or a classroom discussion, but it may also be
contributing in the kitchen by peeling carrots, assisting at a community function or it may be
contributing to the Service Learning program. Making a contribution helps our girls form
meaningful connections within the school and within our community. Feeling connected is a
universal need for all people and a known protective factor amongst young people.
As we head into the second half of 2019, I would like to humbly thank our students and our
families for your support. Southside only exists because of our families, and their belief in what we
do. Like anything worthwhile, it does not come about easily, but rather out of a labour of love. At
the end of the day, as it is at the beginning, it is all about the love we have for our girls.
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YEAR 10 CAMP
Our beautiful Year 10 students were lucky enough to travel to Mt. Tambourine to spend two days
and one night at Thunderbird Park completing numerous activities and spending some quality
time together without the hussle and bustle of school life.
The girls had an incredible time at Thunderbird Park where they pushed themselves outside of
their comfort zones and braved their way through the Tree Top Challenge, worked on their team
building skills with a couple of rounds of laser skirmish and then wrapped up the camp by
saddling up and going for a horse ride.
We spent the evening by the fire we had built; toasting marshmallows, sharing stories and
regularly exploding into fits of laughter—it was truly a powerful bonding experience and it was
clear to see that both staff and students had connected on a far more personal level.
Our young ladies discovered many amazing attributes about themselves and each other
including a great deal of courage, stamina, team work, empathy and leadership.
The camp was a fantastic way to kick off Term 2!
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RESTAURANT DAY
During the final week of Term 2 the senior Hospitality students hosted the annual Restaurant Day.
Weeks of planning and preparation went into the event which of course went off without a hitch
due to the incredible team work, organisation and enthusiasm displayed by our girls. This year
our Southside restaurant was titled “Southside Kitchen Rules”.
The Hospitality students put together their own menu made up of recipes they had been
learning during their Hospitality classes. Caesar salad and bruschetta were the entrees, followed

by either a traditional ‘no cream’ carbonara or chorizo risotto for the mains and last, but
certainly not least, affogato with coconut rough slice or lemon cheesecake were the options for
dessert.
The school was transformed into a beautiful restaurant for the day where family members and
community members alike sat and enjoyed being waited upon by our lovely students, as well as
eating the absolutely delicious food the girls were so proudly serving up.
A huge shout out to our deadly Hospitality teacher, Amanda, for putting in so much hard work
and effort—it definitely shows! An enormous congratulations is also in order for all our senior
Hospitality students who participated on the day—keep up the amazing (and tasty) work!
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CROSS COUNTRY
Cross Country came at the perfect time this year! After spending weeks wrapped up in NAPLAN tests
and various other exams across all subjects, it was refreshing to spend an afternoon down at the
park together for Cross Country.
After lunch we all headed down to Les Atkinson Park for Cross Country. Students and staff all walked
to the park together where we met Mara (H.P.E. Teacher) who had been busily setting up a track for
the girls to run along.
It was a nice, warm day out in the sun and all the students who came down to the park participated
in the event and ran to earn points for their house teams. It was also lovely to hear the girls encouraging and supporting one another around the Cross Country course, keeping one another motivated and happy.
Nova (blue) was victorious this time around and earned a whopping 100 points for their team towards the end of year House Cup. Goolagong came in second and Freeman were third.
Thank you to all the girls for coming down to the park and giving things a go!
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EASTER HOLIDAY PROGRAM
The Easter Holiday Program was a tonne of fun, as per usual! We spent the holidays going
to the movies, creating works of art with tie-dye, making pizzas, going rock climbing,
playing mini golf and going horse riding—what could be better?
The movies we went to see were Dumbo, Lego Movie 2, Wonder Park and The Missing Link.
We loved all the movies and no one could pick a favourite. We had a lot of fun tie-dying
again during this holiday program. The girls were given socks, bags, pillowcases and shirts to
tie-dye. The techniques we used were bullseye, swirls, stripes and sunburst with all the
colours you can think of. It was a VERY messy day but lots of fun. After tie-dying we all
headed into the kitchen to do our pizza-making. Everyone enjoyed making different pizzas
with various toppings of their choice.
We also headed into Rock Sports at Fortitude Valley for a spot of rock climbing. Some of
the girls had some practice with rock climbing after doing it in their HPE class at school,
while others had never done it before and were quite nervous.
The girls all supported each other to give it a go and it turned out
to be a really incredible day.
This holiday program we were also very lucky to be offered a
30-minute trail ride up at Horse Riding Hinterland at Mount
Tamborine. Ten students and two staff members headed up the
mountain and spent some time with the horses amongst the
beautiful serenity. Everyone absolutely loved this activity and we
are keen to hopefully do it again some day.
Thank you to all the students who came along for the holiday
program and made it such an enjoyable few weeks—we love
seeing you girls step outside of your comfort zones to do activities
you wouldn’t normally dream of doing; keep up the great work
and making us proud!
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MATHS
The senior students in Years 10, 11 and 12 have been working hard this term on a variety
of mathematical applications related to practical life skills.
The Year 12s have completed work that was based on the use of technology in
mathematics, such as using Microsoft Excel to create pay slips and exploring the costs of
an excursion to Wet ‘n’ Wild. We covered tasks such as mapping of local areas where we
had to put in important landmarks. We also looked at the TransLink website, how many
zones you travel through and how much it would cost. The calculations based on speed,
distance and time were also covered.
In Year 11 the students have completed Unit 1 of the new subject; Essential Mathematics.
They studied the topics of number (ratio, rate and percentage), representing data and
graphs, and then had to sit a formal exam on all these topics. It was good to see some of
the students taking the revision seriously and even better to have so many of the students
achieve great results in this test, despite their lack of confidence earlier in the year. The
girls have also completed a problem-solving and modelling task which involved selecting
recipes for a cooking competition and scaling these up to cater for 16 people, while also
keeping to a budget.

The Year 10’s have undertaken units on financial mathematics and surface area. They
learned about percentages, discounts, profit and loss, as well as simple and compound
interest calculations. In the measurement unit they investigated the surface areas of
rectangular prisms, triangular prisms and cylinders. The students have also been building
on their skills by creating spreadsheets in Excel and using these skills in problem-solving
tasks related to compound interest, as well as perimeter and area.
In the junior classes the students are working on building their skills across a variety of
mathematical topics.
The Year 9 class has been working on units of measurement, rate and ratio and wrapped
up the term by undertaking their first Mathematics assignment. The girls looked at
calculating their stride length and with this info, they then worked out room sizes and I
nvestigated the cost of painting and decorating a bedroom.
The Year 7 and 8 students have been working really hard to achieve their personal goals
in Mathematics. Many of the girls have been reaching new levels using our BKSB (Basic
Key Skills Builder) software, as well as practicing their understanding of money, using
problem solving skills to determine percentages, interest rates and smart saving
techniques.

It’s been a great term for Mathematics and I’m looking forward to seeing you all back
after the holidays for Term 3!
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ART
Year 11 Art students have been studying techniques to produce monochromatic portraits.
Our beautiful girls focussed on drawing with a variety of media during the first term and then
moved on to learning to paint with water-based oil paints during the second term.
We were also delighted to enter four of our students’
incredible portraits in the Queensland Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Foundation Art Competition. The girls
used their artworks to express beautiful sentiments towards
this year’s Reconciliation Week theme; “Grounded in
Truth, Walk Together in Courage”, and the NAIDOC week
theme; “Voice, Treaty, Truth—Lets Work Together for a
Shared Future”.
A huge congratulations goes out to Gabby for
scoring 3rd place in the competition, we are so proud of
you!
We
would
also
like
to
congratulate
Deslie, Amy and Jadea who all highly commended for
their entries.

Keep up the amazing work girls!

ENGLISH
In Year 10 English we have been continuing our semester theme of children’s literature. In
Term One the students studied and investigated children’s books and then developed and
wrote their own children’s book. In Term Two we have focussed on allegorical stories
through an Australian children’s book called “The Rabbits”, written by John Marsden and
illustrated by Shaun Tan. This is a picture book that demonstrates the historical colonisation
of Australia through pictures, symbols and words.
The illustrations in this book come across as Aboriginal or Indigenous in style and have
symbolic pictures in them to show the perspective of the Indigenous people. The
rabbits (being an introduced species by the British) come in on massive ships and invaded
the land of the possums (a native Australian animal). The rabbits symbolise the Europeans
invading the land of the Indigenous Australian people.
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ENGLISH
The students studied the book and analysed it for colour, symbol, image and
language. They discussed whether the pictures or words were more powerful in
developing the message given by the authors. It was further discussed as to whether
this was really a children’s book, or whether it was really meant for an adult audience.
The Year 10 students took this information and applied it to two different essays. They
learned essay structure and style, and wrote a practice essay about the importance
of words over pictures. The students later wrote a practice essay about whether the
book was a children’s or adult’s book.
Next term we are digging into the world of advertising and poetry. The students will
learn about techniques used in advertising
and will then use this knowledge to run their
own
advertising
campaign
for
a
controversial issue. The girls will deliver an
advertising pitch for a community
campaign about their chosen issue and
produce a bus stop poster incorporating
the advertising techniques they will learn in
class.
In Year 12 English we have been continuing our semester theme about “Writing for
the Media”, which is an interesting course on vocabulary and documents used in the
world of the media. In Term One, the students studied and investigated the language
used in expressing emotions through journal writing and reflective writing. There was
also an opportunity to write a newsletter article about an event connected with the
school and have it published in the school newsletter. Many students have been
completing this item and you can find their written pieces in both this newsletter and
the Term One newsletter.
The second term has been a focus on reporting for the media. Students have written
a travel feature article and it was so exciting to see such a wonderful collection of
travel features on many topics including: tropical paradise holidays in Fiji, exciting
desert kingdom escapes in Dubai, the colour of the Japanese cherry blossom festival,
the fascinating archaeology on the Greek island of Santorini, the breath taking
colours of the Arora Australias in Tasmania, and even the exciting film locations of
Harry Potter in London. The travel features proved as interesting as they were varied,
and I must congratulate the students on a job well done.

The students have already begun exploring next terms work; researching a socially
controversial issue. Again, the variation is wide and complex, and demonstrates our
students’ far reaching interests and depth of concern for their community.
I am looking forward to the exposè of information and differing opinions.
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HOSPITALITY
This term our fantastic Year 11 and 12 Hospitality students worked hard to plan and
practise recipes as well as master new front of our house service skills in order to host our
annual Restaurant Day. This year’s Restaurant Day took place in Week 9 and was a
wonderful success!
The students re-decorated adjoining classrooms and named
their special restaurant “SKR (Southside Kitchen Rules)”. Many
valued guests attended including community elders, staff and
parents who all offered amazing feedback about the food
(prepared by Year 11 Hospitality students) and the service
(provided by the Year 12
Hos pi tal i ty
s tu d en ts ).
Everyone involved had a
fantastic time and left the
school in the afternoon
with very satisfied tummies.
Congratulations to all the
Hospitality students for all
of their amazing efforts!

HPE
What an amazing term to be outdoors and engaging in practical lessons. The
temperature has been kind to us and the participation has been great from the students and
youth workers. As this term was our Cross Country, all grades participated in training for the
cross country and getting to know the track we run. We aim to improve their
cardio fitness but mainly to have a good time to encourage each other.
After the Cross Country, the Year 7 and 8 girls started a unit looking at The Games We Play
and how some Indigenous games influenced current popular sports. At first we spoke about
the sports that dominate our lives currently, the students then researched Indigenous games,
what they were, the history behind the games, the rules of the
game and to see if they could relate some of the skills needed
in the Indigenous game to the games we play now. From there
we took that information and created lessons that included
multiple games per session. It was great to see the girls interact
and show their understanding of the games. This unit gave us
the opportunity to get outside and use various skills like working
together and leadership through student led lessons.
I was impressed to see that we have some hidden running talent
in the Year 9 class. It was excellent to see the girls enjoy the outdoors. On completion of the
Cross Country unit, the Year 9 class moved on to the aerobic fitness unit of work. Here the
students tested their cardiovascular endurance with the beep test and demonstrated their
aerobic capacity with boxing and by participating in a Sh’bam Fitness session at Goodlife
Gym in Mt Gravatt.
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HPE CONT.
The theory unit of work lead on from last terms Decision Making unit to “This is Risky”. The
students developed an understanding of why young people take risks, the types of risky
behaviours young people engage in and worked on scenarios to practice safe
strategies. For their assessment task the students were asked to research drug and
alcohol use amongst young people and to create a large informative poster. To wrap up
our term of work and to see how fit we had become, we had a day trip to Mt. Glorious
and completed a wonderful bush walk to see Greenes Falls.

After the Year 10 class completed their cross-country training and fitness, we started our
tennis practical unit. Once again, we have been lucky enough to use the Queensland
Tennis Centre and get out amongst this lovely weather. The
students practice their grip, learn the difference between
forehand and backhand, work on their serve and on how
to score. We put these all together and play a rotational
modified game where everyone has a role to play. For
their theory unit of work “Safety”, the students learned
about risk taking behaviours. We researched why young
people engage in risky behaviours and came up with
some strategies to party in safer ways.
Our Year 11 Rec class have been putting their strength,
determination and ability to task with the indoor
rock-climbing unit of work. We first started at Skyzone to get
the feel of wearing a harness and to climb the wall without
having to rely on a partner. Our trust and fear of heights
were tested when we moved on to harder courses at The
Rock, Indoor Rock Climbing Centre in Fortitude Valley. It
was here that we have to work in pairs to safely climb and
navigate the various levels of wall climbing. Communication is key and the girls
demonstrated a huge level of dedication in facing these challenges. We were able to
put these skills together and spent a day rock climbing at Kangaroo Point. It was really
challenging and I am so proud of the girls for having a go. It was great fun but we were
all exhausted by the end. We’re all really looking forward to trying to get a bit higher next
year.
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HPE CONT.
This term has been kinder to us with cooler weather. Our unit of work has been Strength
and Conditioning. At first we did fitness testing to see where we were at and to have
something to compare with at the end of the term. We have engaged in various types of
strength and conditioning activities throughout the term, circuit-training sessions in the park
using the Adidas equipment, yoga sessions and a day participating in a Pump class run at
Goodlife Gym at Mt. Gravatt.

The girls also researched the factors that influence the people in our community to make
healthy lifestyle choices. They learned about the recommended amounts of food and
exercise we need, the Australian Guidelines to Healthy Lifestyles and eating, and why it is
important for young people to follow these guidelines.

SENIOR SERVICE EDUCATION
Service Learning is all about taking time to help others and in the process, help ourselves to
learn as well. Our students learn to grow within their own community by connecting with
others in a positive way, and experience the joy compassion, service and togetherness
can bring. In Year 11 and 12 Service Learning this term we have been engaging with the
senior citizens of our wider community. Our students have been travelling to Carinity
Gardens Age Care in Wishart each week to befriend and support some of our greatly
experienced citizens.
The Service Learning journey began with informal interviews and chats between the
students of Carinity Education and the residents of Carinity Gardens. Our students got to
hear lots of stories about real historical events when Brisbane was a much quieter place. I
overheard snippets of conversation about seaside holidays at Cleveland, riding horses
through the suburbs of Camp Hill and school kids diving into slit trenches during air raid drills
at school in the 1940s.
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SENIOR SERVICE EDUCATION CONT.
Other residents told stories of working in Africa, being missionaries in New Guinea and
surviving the Blitz bombing raids of Adolf Hitler in London during World War II. The
depth and breadth of experiences shared with our students was exciting and
educational.
Many of the residents from Wishart Gardens brought along treasured photos to share
with our students and it brought a tear to the eye to
see the glorious photos of weddings, christenings and
Christmases shared with family and friends displayed
and explained for their significance to the listeners.
Our students enjoyed the images of a bygone era
and had engaging discussions about fashions, foods
and fancies of the past.
As the semester progressed, we not only heard stories
but got to play games as well, and for a couple of
weeks the competition between rival groups when playing ‘Scattergories’ had to be
seen to be believes. Everyone was trying to outdo each other to gain double and
even triple word scores… and there was much contention in many of the answers
given by groups in the scramble to the top of the leader board table. Anyone would
think we were really playing for sheep stations!
Afternoon teas were also popular and we were fortunate enough to have two of
these during our visits. Cakes, slices, quiches and tea were all consumed and lively
discussion ensured about which recipes were
the best. The residents provided some of their
favourite recipes for us and on our last visit we
got to try some of these tasty treats.
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SENIOR SERVICE EDUCATION CONT.
In the final farewell everyone seemed reluctant to part company after weeks of enjoying
each other’s companionship. Promises were made to come back next year and there was
even a suggestion that another trip be arranged close to the Christmas holidays so we can
wish each other well over the festive season. The spirit of true community belonging was on
display by all those present.
A big thank you has to go out to Merle, Joan, Duncan, Sue, Hilda, Dot, Linda, Joy and
Margaret of Carinity Gardens who graciously spent their time with us. Also, we would like to
thank Tracy, Jenny, Kevin and the other wonderful staff of Carinity Gardens for making us
feel so welcome. We hope we were not too much of a bother.
It will be a big term of Service Learning in Term Three as our senior students will be joining with
the Year 10’s to engage in a course called “Videos for Change”. This educational
experience will engage the students in small groups to create, edit and screen a short,
one-minute video about a controversial topic in our community that needs to be better
understood by our society as a whole. We have the opportunity to submit the best of our
work into a competition run by Channel 10.
We are looking forward to what our students will come up with to educate their own
community regarding a topic which concerns them.
Students and teachers alike are looking forward to another exciting term of Service
Learning!
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JUNIOR SERVICE LEARNING
It has been a wonderful term being of service at Carinity Education Southside. Service
learning is an experiential learning platform created to serve our pupils and our
community. We encourage a spirit of giving at our school and our students appreciate the
lesson and “pay it forward”.
Our junior classes, together with their teachers Kim, Bec, Lara and Lisa, were busy with
Natural 7/8—their own little business of creating and selling candles to raise funds to
support epilepsy and ovarian cancer. They also busied themselves collecting plastic water
bottles with the intent of recycling them to assist the environment.
Ruby, our gorgeous reading puppy, returned to Southside for Term 2. Students across the
junior years have taken the opportunity to read to Ruby, improving their literacy and
providing the service of company to our furry friend.
Pupils also used their creative talents to make thank you cards that they then went and
handed out to members of the public as a random act of kindness. The girls also created
beautiful scrolls to give as gifts to the residents at Carinity Wishart Gardens.
We were also excited to enter into a valuable partnership with the RSPCA where we
began a pioneer service learning program. Our beautiful Year 10 students, supported by
their teachers Amanda and Sharon, volunteered for seven weeks at the amazing RSPCA in
Wacol. Each week they engaged in a new learning experience which exercised the care
for animals in shelters. This included practical hands on lessons in safety processes and
responsibilities, enrichment activities for cats and dogs, understanding cat body language
and behaviour, mental health of animals, handling and feeding reptiles and conducting
standard health checks.

JUNIOR SCIENCE
It has been a wonderful second term with the Year 7 & 8 girls. Our learning was centred on an
interesting unit on ‘matter’. We began the unit with the study of the basic component of all
matter, which is the atom. The models of the atoms created were rather informative and
demonstrated the various perspectives in our learning process. We investigated the various phases of matter and discussed how the phase changes affect our lives on a daily basis. To
consolidate our learning on matter, we made bouncy balls.
The Year 9 class has been engaged in the study of ‘plate tectonics and
continental drift’. They explored the theories and researched the
contributions of Alfred Wegener and Harry Hess. To cement their learning,
our students created models of the Earth representing the various layers
and continental drift. Their presentations encouraged interesting class
discussions and supported further learning.

SENIOR SCIENCE
Science with the senior students has been very productive and engaging. Time marched along
quite quickly but we managed to enjoy colourful learning experiences.
Our Year 10 class explored the unit on ‘evolution and natural selection’ where we delved into
topics on mutation and its place in the process of evolution, SCIDS and the father of modern
science, Charles Darwin. An interesting topic of discussion was the evolution of places over time.
One of the areas we looked into was Queen Street Mall. It was certainly a learning experience,
learning about the different perspectives on the changes that occurred within the same place.
Our Science in Practice students further continued the study on the vast
topic on Forensic Science. We further explored the crimes in Australia and
application of forensic processes to solve them. I am looking forward to
seeing you all back for our unit on human anatomy during the next
semester.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Semester One at Southside has been a busy time in Vocational Education for many of the
girls. Our senior students from Year 11 and 12 have the option to enrol in Certificates in
Hospitality, Visual Arts, Business and Community Studies at school. We also have many
students who complete courses outside of school. Many of our students participate in schoolbased traineeships, where they attend school for four days a week and their traineeship for
one day a week.
It is very exciting when the girls near the end of their courses, which include study, often
practical placement and sometimes work. Courtney has already completed her Certificate III
in Hospitality and Certificate II in Health Support. Kayla has completed her Certificate II in
Tourism.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CONT.
Mai has just completed her Certificate II in Retail Services, and Serenity has almost completed
her Certificate III in Early Childhood. Lucinda is completing a Certificate II in
Horsemanship, Annette is studying a Certificate II in Sampling and Measurement while Tiana is
studying Hospitality and Crime Justice.
We also have several students who have been studying a Certificate II in Health Support here
at school, delivered by Strategix. The girls are due to complete this course in Term 3.
Year 10 students have been busy writing their resumes with Riki and have participated in their
‘futures’ class with discussions regarding skills shortage areas, employment, jobs that will be
redundant in the next few years, financial independence, gender pay gap and pay
conditions/award rates which will all be relevant information for the girls when they
commence part-time work.

SHARE THE DIGNITY HIGH TEA
Share the Dignity is a charity whose mission is to ensure that every woman is afforded the dignity
in life that so many of us take for granted, by providing free sanitary items to women in need. In
addition, Share the Dignity prepares and distributes handbags full of life’s essentials to women
who are homeless, escaping domestic violence or otherwise are marginalised by our society.
Carinity Education Southside is a proud partner and supporter of Share the Dignity, being one of
the first to have a Pink Box Vending Machine installed, and handing out more than 30 “It’s in the
Bag” handbags in 2018.
On Sunday, 26th May, Share the Dignity held its biggest fundraiser; their annual DigniTea event,
held at 11 locations around Australia. The Brisbane event was held at Brisbane’s historic City Hall,
and saw nearly 800 women come together to celebrate the achievements of the charity in
restoring dignity to our most vulnerable women. Carinity Education Southside were honoured to
be invited to attend the event, and further, to speak on the panel.
Christine Harman, Deputy Prinicipal of Southside spoke alongside actor Rebecca Gibney; author
& journalist Madonna King; founder and CEO Rochelle Courtenay and Acting Premier Jacki
Tradd, on the impact that period poverty has on the girls who attend our school, and how Share
the Dignity has helped remove this barrier to education, and further, to lift the shame that so
many vulnerable young women attach to simply being a woman. It was a wonderful event that
we at Carinity Education Southside were very proud to be a part of.
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STUDENT WRITING
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES BY SERENITY (YR 12)
Two people were chosen from Carinity Education Southside for a
Cert III in Children Services in 2018; I was one of the lucky ones!
Having the opportunity to study a Certificate III in Children Services,
while being at school, will help me secure a future through work in
my chosen career path. I personally chose to work with children
because I enjoy the innocence of a child, and I also believe who I
am as a person could help their social skills and foundation
development in their learning areas. Because of my bubbly and
enthusiastic personality, I can help make a difference in a young
child’s life.
Doing a Cert III has not only given me the knowledge to help this generation’s little ones
become better for our future, but has helped me to see a pathway towards a future career;
helping children that are in need of special care. Child care covers numerous things that can
help you into your work industry such as teaching, first aid, nursing and so much more!

STUDENT WRITING
WISHART GARDENS BY KATELIN (YR 12)
Every Friday afternoon during period 3 and 4, the Year 11 and 12 classes head off to Wishart
Gardens for Service Education with Bill, Chelsea, Shanez, Emjay and Mara.
The Wishart Village is an elderly retirement village affiliated with Carinity. Upon arrival we go
up to meet the residents, it’s heart-warming to see their smiling faces. During these weeks we
have gotten to know the residents on a personal level where we have shared stories and
recipes, and even engaged in games together like ‘Scattergories’. We also prepared some
cakes at school a couple of times and took them along to have for afternoon tea with the
residents at Wishart Village.
This has been a wonderful time to get to know the elders in our community and spend time
with them. I have loved getting to know the residents on a personal level and hearing
everything they’ve had to share from their amazing recipes to their intriguing life stories.
Unfortunately, our time at Carinity Gardens, Wishart is
coming to an end. Our last visit will be on Friday 14th,
which will be spent having a beautiful afternoon tea with
the residents.
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STUDENT WRITING
THE CENTERNARIAN PORTRAIT PROJECT BY TEENAGERS
BY EMILY (YR 11)
Created by Embraced Inc. The Centenarian Portrait
Project
by
Teenagers
(TCPPBT)
is
a
project with a crucial purpose; bridging the age gap
between Brisbane’s own centenarians and its youth.
Built with compassion and intelligence, this project
pairs 100 centenarians with 100 teenage artists
between the ages of 15 and 19 years. The artists
receive the chance to form real-life connections,
create sketches and art pieces, all whilst talking too
and learning from their respective centenarian.
This program provides both our eldest members of
society and some of our youngest, with a strong and
meaningful friendship that is sure to last. These friendships are built through trust, knowledge and most
importantly, time.
With the conclusion of this project comes a free exhibition, open to the public, coinciding
with Queensland’s Seniors week (17th—25th August 2019). This provides a showcase for the
teenage artists work, as well as the opportunity for their respective centenarians to see their
faces portrayed through the eyes of another person.
As one of the teenage artists fortunate enough to be included in this amazing project, I look
forward to meeting my own centenarian and forming a bond with some of our wisest and
kindest members of our community. Although having my work displayed publicly is a nice
bonus, I truly believe the absolute best part of this project is getting a chance to bond with
someone I would not have known without this project.
To close, this initiative wouldn’t be possible without the generosity of major corporate
sponsors, Estia Health, and the support from the Australian Human Rights Commission.
I would like to thank Embraced Inc. for offering myself and several other young artists the
opportunity to learn from our societies elders in the best way possible.
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